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1. General 
 

 

1.1 Registration for Examination  

 921 candidates sat for SEC French: 649 candidates registered for Paper A 

and 272 candidates registered for Paper B.  
 

1.2 Attendance for Examination  

 In Paper A, all (out of 649) candidates sat for the examination whereas for 

Paper B, the number of candidates absent was 7 (out of 272).  This 

amounts to 2.6%) of the whole cohort who registered for the examination. 

 

1.3 Overall Performance  

 Grades awarded were distributed as indicated in the table below.    
 

GRADE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 U ABS TOTAL 

PAPER A 72 143 179 116 77     62 0 649 

PAPER B       32 81 57 46 49 7 272 

NUMBER OF CANDIDATES 72 143 179 148 158 57 46 111 7 921 

% OF TOTAL 7.82 15.53 19.44 16.07 17.16 6.19 4.99 12.05 0.76 100 

 

2. Analysis of tasks set 
 

2.1 Interprétation de l’image 

  

 A variety of photographs was selected and candidates, asked to choose one at random, 

were given some time to examine the picture carefully. 

 A set of questions were asked on the picture chosen. These ranged from objective 

questions about the content of the picture such as physical descriptions, where like last 

year, the candidate had to talk about two specific things such as the age of the people 

portrayed and their clothes, to more subjective analysis such as how one might be 

feeling in the particular situation shown in the photo. 

 This exercise requires not only the knowledge of basic expressions and vocabulary for 

the first few questions but also the ability to form an opinion and to make suppositions, 

essential elements when answering the last couple of questions. Candidates are 

expected to give reasonable, acceptable answers and to voice their proper opinion in a 

convincing manner.  

  

2.2 Jeu de rôle 

 Each examination session was assigned a different role play based on specific themes 

covered during the program of studies.  This is a communicative exercise during which 

the candidate is expected to keep on a conversation with the examiner according to the 

situation portrayed, all of which form part of the candidate’s daily life. The candidate is 

expected to be able to cope with the situation and to express themselves in good 

French. Candidates are encouraged to use the preparation time wisely and to formulate 

sentences that allow the examiner to assess their competences since a oui or non 

answer does not contribute to the award of marks.  
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3.1 Dictation 

 A text, taken from a book for young readers, was recorded and used during all the 

sessions.  

Markers were instructed to correct a list of pre-selected items where a word or part of 

speech forming part of the spectrum of grammatical knowledge which the candidate is 

expected to possess, was to be corrected. Items varied in difficulty from possessive 

adjectives and simple nouns such as mon and mes parents to the more complicated 

plus-que-parfait accompanied by the COD l’avais mis. Candidates are reminded that to 

obtain a good mark in this exercise, they must follow the logic of the text. We are 

pleased to note that a great number of candidates realized that the two adjectives 

grosse and grise had to be in the feminine singular, even though there were still some 

who neglected such an agreement with the noun la poubelle.  

 Some examples of errors found in the dictations are given below: 

 Words like quelqu’un and quelque chose were very often spelled incorrectly with 

quelques choses and quelqun given as variables. At times, the version for quelqu’un 

was unintelligible. Simple words such as où were also incorrect since a good number of 

candidates left out the accent, thus changing its meaning. Candidates must bear in 

mind that accents are important in French and that their omission is not accepted. 

Other words that proved to be mind-boggling for most of the candidates were the 

verbs in the present tense of the 3rd person plural like reviennent and donnent, the 

word derrière was often confused with dernière or de rien while the expression au cœur 

was written inappropriately by the majority as the English word occur. Candidates need 

more training in this aural skill as examiners noted that a few gave up after writing a 

couple of lines and that several others left out a good number of words.  

3.2 Listening Comprehension 

 One recorded listening comprehension was played to the candidates who had to answer 

three sections: Section A was a Vrai ou Faux exercise, Section B was made up of 

questions with multiple answers whereas Section C presented more challenges as 

candidates were expected to answer open-ended questions. One must keep in mind 

that although in Section C, marks are not lost for spelling mistakes, one cannot accept 

every answer as happened in question 9 where suc (sucre) and un neuf (un oeuf) were 

given as ingredients. The last question was left out by numerous students whilst 

others, instead of specifying the ingredient (beurre) as requested, gave their own 

version of dorer dans une poêle beurrée.    

4.1 Message à rédiger 

 Candidates had to write an email to a shop director to ask for a summer job in the 

toys’ area while specifying their age, days and time of availability, good qualities and 

experience. Marks for this exercise were divided between the communicative aspect 

(2/5) and the linguistic one (3/5). Many candidates succeeded in interpreting the task 

in the proper way although some interpreted the rubric as having to write as a shop 

director rather than to the shop director. It seems that this year, the majority of 

candidates did not copy phrases straight out from the title.  However, some pitfalls 

were present in a consistent manner throughout, mainly the tu/vous register; the verb 

écrire – many wrote j’écrive or even je suis écriver; the difference between magasin / 

magazine (Je veux travailler dans votre magazine); the use of the demonstrative 

adjective – Cette été / Ce e-mail / Cet mail… ; the difference between travail / travaille 

(Ce travaille est idéal…; being unfamiliar with the word annonce, with some writing 

advert or advertissement instead (J’ai lu votre advertisement…); stating their age, with 

many candidates writing Je suis seize ans / Je quinze ans; the verb ”to apply” for a job 

- many wrote Je veux appliquer whereas only a couple of students wrote Je veux poser 
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ma candidature; numbers in French - it was sometimes evident that some students do 

not know the numbers in French. This was also evident when they needed to state the 

time when they were available to work. A couple of candidates wrote J’ai cinquante ans 

whereas they probably meant to write J’ai quinze ans. Unfortunately, certain 

candidates do not know how to express their qualities: A somme mon qualités e 

poubelle et jouets enfants; Mon qualités e malade; Mes qualités sont les O’levels. On 

the other hand, some candidates had some good and suitable ideas and made more 

proficient use of the language: Je travaille bien en équipe / en groupe. J’adore 

travailler avec les enfants et je suis enseignante de karaté pour enfants. Je suis 

marrante, créative et j’aime dessiner.  J’adore écrire des histoires pour enfants. J’ai un 

blog pour enfants. J’ai quatre petites sœurs. Pendant mon temps libre, je garde les 

enfants de ma voisine pour gagner de l’argent de poche… 

Similar to previous years, many messages showed lack of planning and were quite 

careless with many crossed out sentences and pieces of information scattered all over 

the page, making use of arrows and asterisks which hindered the overall visual 

neatness of the work.  Others were unintelligible, with candidates using terminology 

that is not French: Je stupit il j a sap el ful le ul pel la sava la parso tut el la hat se vel 

leve se ma pel in person la ma peson se pu la person met ta […]. A considerable 

number of candidates did not present their message in the form of an email. Many did 

not include the requirements of the email form (de / à / date / objet/sujet …). Some 

wrote them at the bottom of the email and marked them with arrows or asterisks 

showing that these were an afterthought. The use of punctuation, especially the use of 

capital letters, seems to be a common problem among students. 

 

It was evident that a good number of candidates are not equipped with the right tools 

of vocabulary due to lack of reading in French, with sentence structure leaving much to 

be desired. 

 

4.2 

 

Culture et civilisation 

 The format presented was similar to that of last year. 

4.2.1 Specific remarks about candidates’ performance: 

 Section B Exercise 1:  A good number of candidates obtained full marks in this exercise 

although cities and mountains proved to be occasionally problematic. 

 Section B Exercise 2: Candidates did quite well in this exercise, with the most difficult 

questions proving to be 4 and 12. 

 Section B Exercise 3:  Candidates did quite well in this exercise. The problematic 

questions seemed to be 2, 3 and 7. 

5.1 Tâche à accomplir 

 Two titles were proposed, identical for Papers 2A and 2B, with the only difference being 

that candidates sitting for Paper 2B were given support to understand better and to 

help them with their writing. Both titles were taken from a context with which the 

candidates are quite familiar, one requiring a small article on Malta’s culture while the 

other was an email about how to strike a balance between one’s own free time and 

duties at home during the weekend. 

 As in previous years, the marking was carried out on two different levels: the 

communicative aspect was marked out of 6 and the linguistic aspect was marked out of 

9. Marks for various aspects were broken down (e.g. 0 – 0.5 – 1 – 1.5 – 2) to help the 

examiners with their marking. The performance in this exercise was balanced: some 

had very good ideas and made good use of vocabulary whereas others did not deserve 
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a pass mark. One could notice that, once again, a great number of candidates, 

especially among those sitting for Paper B, found great difficulty in reaching the word 

limit set. 

 Tâche 1: This seems to have been the more popular title. However, some focused 

either on another country or ended up writing on different cultural aspects of the 

Mediterranean countries.  

 Tâche 2: This title seemed to be less popular with the candidates. In this exercise, the 

email format was required, which some ignored or did wrongly, and candidates were 

required to give advice to their friend about how they should try to create a balance 

between leisure time and duties at home. 

  Most examiners felt that candidates lacked the necessary vocabulary and grammar for 

this exercise. A good number of candidates who opted for Tâche 1 could not name 

places of interest in French so they resorted to writing the name of various landmarks 

in English and putting them in inverted commas e.g. instead of la cathédrale de Saint-

Jean, they wrote Il y a the “Saint John Cathedral”, À La Valette on trouve le “Triton 

Fountain”, construite par les “Knights of St John”. Some showed lack of knowledge 

with regards to monuments and landmarks in Malta in general. Many struggled to go 

beyond a basic description of our islands. Adjectives used rarely went beyond 

fantastique / jolie / belle / petite / grande with such adjectives being incessantly 

repeated throughout the whole essay.  Some candidates conveniently topped up the 

number of words by giving a list (or a whole paragraph) of the names of Maltese 

specialities written in Maltese: Les plats typiques sont la “bigilla”, le “stuffat”, la 

“hobza biz-zejt”, le “fenek moqli” with the list going on and on.  

Examiners remarked that among those who chose Tâche 2, a good number of 

candidates were not trained to write an argumentative essay. Some candidates 

seemed to have not understood the title and instructions and just proceeded to relate 

what they normally do during a typical weekend. 

 

Some grammatical errors that should have been avoided are: how to write beaucoup 

and that it is followed by de and not des; agreements of adjectives – e.g. les îles 

maltais sont beau, les îles sont très joli, les personnes maltaises qui sont très 

sympathique; the use of the possessive adjectives – e.g. Malte et son culture, pour 

répondre à tes e-mail, pour relaxer avec ton famille, notre églises sont…; the use and 

conjugation of all tenses, even of the most basic, errors in verb morphology, confusion 

between verb endings of the different conjugations, verbs left in the infinitive: Je 

passer mon temps jouer au foot, Je écrire pour…; prepositions preceding the name of 

a country: en Malte, dans Malte whilst others wrote La Malte; the use of cher / chère 

to start an e-mail; the verb attendre was frequently mixed up with the verb to attend 

in English: e.g. Je attender un cours de danse; the use of trop instead of très: Malte 

est trop (even troppe) belle. 

 

Quite often, the candidates’ work showed lack of planning. In some instances, 

paragraphing was non-existent with a considerable amount of candidates presenting 

their work in one whole paragraph with no defined introduction or conclusion. There 

were also cases where what was written was completely incomprehensible to the 

examiner. Students are still struggling in organising their work, thoughts and ideas.  

In some cases, it was difficult to follow the train of thought of the candidates due to 

their garbled sentence structure and poor vocabulary: Je parler come toi frere 

Thomas, vouleu que tuo est bien. Moi experience ne pas trop Jolly quand a fais tout 

que je fais Thomas faire un peu de equilibre pour ton vive specialment ses 

weekend. As regards tenses, many still confuse them and find difficulty in producing a 

simple sentence in the correct structure: Les plagues est super et très relaxer! En 
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weekend, les familles expériences une journale relaxer sur la plage et en le mer. 

Touristics expériences et utiliser votre temps libre un ou deux journals en Comino avec 

ses beau plague et mer – Blue Lagoon !  At times, students copied chunks of text from 

the title, especially candidates who sat for Paper B or those candidates who chose 

Tâche Numéro 2, with this sentence frequently cropping up in many compositions: Le 

week-end, c’est seulement pour se relaxer ou y a-t-il des responsabilités à accomplir. 

One could notice once again the influence of Italian in some scripts: il y a les chiese, le 

reste de la giornat est pour pulier mon appartament, attratare plus de turist, sur la 

informazione con la natura. There were even a couple of compositions written 

completely in Italian. Besides, some candidates, especially those sitting for Paper B, 

still find it a huge challenge to meet the required length of 200 words.  

 

On the other hand, some proficient use of the language was occasionally 

encountered : …les Phéniciens, les Byzantines, les Grecs, les Arabes, les Chevaliers de 

St-Jean et même les Français sont venus à Malte et ces peuples ont tous laissé leurs 

traces.  Ils ont influencé la culture maltaise ; Le pain maltais est très apprécié par les 

gens de l’île mais aussi par les touristes, même les Français, et eux, ils connaissent 

bien le pain !; À La Valette, il y a beaucoup de bons restaurants.  On peut s’asseoir 

dans leur terrasse, manger du poisson et boire du bon vin en regardant les 

fortifications et les bateaux dans le port. ;  Le pain maltais est délicieux.  On le 

prépare avec des tomates, de l’huile, des câpres et du thon. ;  À Malte on peut faire 

beaucoup de choses.  Il y a des activités pour tous les goûts et tous les âges.  

 

In Tâche 2, some candidates started their sentence with suitable terms of giving 

advice, sometimes even using the Conditionnel, the Imperative etc.: Je ne suis pas 

totalement d’accord avec toi, mon ami. / Tu devrais… / Il faudrait… / Pourquoi tu ne … 

pas…? / À mon avis… / Je pense que… / Ne sois pas paresseuse… / J’espère que tu 

changes ton mode de vie… 

 

5.2 Compréhension de l’écrit 

 The same text was proposed for Papers 2A and B, with the questions for paper B 

adapted to the level of difficulty expected for this paper. The text on pandas was 

globally understood. 

 
Paper 2A 

 

 Question 1: overall good performance.  Synonyms C and E were the most problematic, 

with candidates giving trésor instead of précieux for C and rélations or amitié instead 

of entente for E.  

 

 Question 2: overall good performance. Some candidates found difficulty with question 

E, perhaps because they did not understand the meaning of pas encore. 

 

 Question 3: overall good performance. However, students should be instructed to write 

down the requested word e.g. le panda to avoid making unnecessary grammatical 

mistakes. 

 

 Question 4: weak performance. Candidates still find it very hard to rephrase a 

sentence in good French : “Le pays a tres sympa et ils j’espère à obtenir les pandas” 

or “Chine et France sont copain parce que la panda.”(486) 

 

 Question 5: overall good performance.  

 Question 6: overall good performance although some candidates identified the panda 

with either Le président or Le premier bébé français. 
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 Question 7: overall good performance. 

Question 8: a satisfactory performance, although candidates found c – un adjectif de 

nationalité, for which they often gave Chinois which was a noun in the context, and d 

– un verbe pronominal, quite difficult.  

 

 Question 9: fair performance. The fact that it was clearly stated that titles such as Les 

pandas were not to be accepted helped candidates try something different such as La 

diplomatie du panda and Un trésor chinois en France.  

 

 

 
Paper 2B 

 Question 1: overall good performance. Synonyms C and G seemed to be the most 

challenging.  

 Question 2: overall good performance. Question C presented some difficulty. 

 Question 3: overall good performance. The most confusing question was B with 

candidates giving le gouvernement as answer. 

 Question 4: overall good performance. 

 Question 5: a weak performance as most candidates did not seem to understand the 

question. 

 Question 6: a fair performance as some candidates did not understand the question 

word Quand. 

 Question 7: overall good performance. 

Question 8: overall good performance. 

 Question 9: a fair performance as most candidates found it difficult to find le nom d’un 

mois ans and un verbe à l’imparfait.  

Question 10: overall good performance. 

 

5.3 Language exercises  

 In both Paper 2A and 2B, candidates were given two exercises which focussed on no 

specific area but which required knowledge of many different points. 

 

 
Paper 2A 

 

 Exercise 3 required candidates to associate a question with its logical answer. With 

only one answer fitting each question, the candidate had to rely on linguistic and 

pragmatic skills to make the correct association. Very few candidates got the whole 

exercise correct and some even got the whole exercise wrong. 

 

 Exercise 4 proposed a text where candidates had either to conjugate the verb, given in 

brackets, in a particular tense which was also indicated or choose the correct word. It 

seems that the performance in this exercise was satisfactory, with the major pitfalls 

being the verb rentrer in the passé composé and the verb se souvenir in the present. 

 

 
Paper 2B 

 

 Exercise 3 required candidates to associate a question with its logical answer. With 

only one answer fitting each question, the candidate had to rely on linguistic and 
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pragmatic skills to make the correct association. A good number of candidates had 

great difficulty with this exercise, with a number of candidates scoring no marks 

whatsoever.   

 Exercise 4 proposed a text where candidates had to rely on their linguistic knowledge 

to underline the correct answer. The performance in this exercise ranged between 

weak and fair, with a great number of candidates not being able to apply the grammar 

rules learned to be able to choose the right option. 

 

 

6 General Comment 

 Although the papers presented tasks related to the candidates’ everyday life and had 

exercises adapted to the candidates’ different abilities, the result is still not sufficiently 

satisfactory especially with regards to the written components such as the Message, 

Tâche and some comprehension questions. Candidates need to learn how to 

understand what is written, apply a grammar point to a particular context, study verbs 

and read, so as to familiarize themselves with a wider range of vocabulary and thus 

strengthen their linguistic performance. 

 

Chairperson 

Examination Panel 2018 
 

 

 


